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Zain launches first 5G roaming service in
MENA between Kuwait and Saudi Arabia

KUWAIT: Zain Group, the leading mobile telecom
innovator in eight markets across the Middle East and
Africa announces a regional first as its operations in
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia successfully launch the first
5G roaming service in the MENA region, with down-
load speeds reaching as high as 500 Mbps for both
outbound and inbound roaming. 

Zain has been one of the most ambitious 5G opera-
tors in the region, with its operation in Kuwait
announcing the commercialization of the service in
May, and Zain Saudi Arabia following in October with
the launch of what was and remains the largest 5G
network deployment in the region, and third largest in
the world. 

Zain Kuwait and Zain Saudi Arabia between them
count over 550 4G and 3G roaming agreements in over
215 countries, with this latest milestone 5G roaming

agreement opening countless opportunities to further
enhance the mobile experience for Zain customers as
they travel the world, and as 5G becomes more wide-
spread with the advent of more 5G devices.

Bader Al-Kharafi, Zain Vice-Chairman and Group
CEO, and Vice-Chairman of Zain Saudi Arabia com-
mented, “This momentous stride taken on our 5G jour-
ney reinforces our global position at the forefront of
the implementation of this exciting technology. It is
through the vision and support of the country’s lead-

ership in markets such as Kuwait and Saudi Arabia
that we can make such rapid progress in this nascent
area, and in turn expedite our 5G roll out in support of
both the New Kuwait 2035 Vision and Saudi Arabia’s
Vision 2030.”

Al-Kharafi continued, “Empowering nations and
improving the customer experience is something that Zain
is passionate about, and with the advent of 5G we see a
whole new world of opportunities to achieve this. We are
transforming into a digital lifestyle provider and are confi-

dent that our early investment in 5G will help us consoli-
date this position and drive us to even greater heights.”

The roaming agreement between Zain Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia sets the ground for further 5G roaming
agreements within the Zain Group and beyond. Zain’s
pioneering approach to 5G means as soon as compati-
ble devices begin to ship in commercial numbers the
mobile operator’s networks will be ready and capable
to provide 5G services to customers immediately.

Al-Kharafi concluded, “The launch of 5G roaming
reconfirms our success in achieving greater integra-
tion, extracting synergies and expertise between our
key regional operations.” Zain joins a very select few
operators globally to have tested and introduced
international 5G roaming and remains the only one to
establish 5G roaming between two countries in the
MENA region.  

Bader Al-Kharafi: Momentous stride reinforces Zain’s global position at forefront of 5G technology

KUWAIT: Zain Vice-Chairman and Group CEO, Bader Al-Kharafi (second right) with Eaman Al Roudhan, Scott Gegenheimer (second left) and Nawaf
Al-Gharabally (left) during 5G test.

Bader Al-Kharafi: “Empowering nations and improving the customer
experience is something that Zain is passionate about”

LOS ANGELES: Tesla’s new electric pick-
up truck has secured almost 150,000
orders, the company’s chief executive Elon
Musk boasted on Twitter, just two days after
its big reveal went embarrassingly wrong.
The billionaire Tesla co-founder floundered
on stage in California on Thursday when the
vehicle’s armored glass windows cracked in
a demonstration intended to prove their
indestructible design.

Shares in the company plunged 6.1 per-
cent following the truck’s bumpy launch and
several lackluster reviews. But on Saturday
Musk tweeted that Tesla had already
received 146,000 orders from prospective
owners. “146k Cybertruck orders so far,
with 42% choosing dual, 41% tri & 17%
single motor,” he wrote. The demand comes
despite the product receiving “no advertis-
ing & no paid endorsement”.

Strong consumer data
The industrial-looking Cybertruck is

covered in the same steel alloy Musk plans
to use for his SpaceX Starship rocket and
will be able to go from 0 to 100 kilometers
per hour in about three seconds, the Tesla
chief executive claimed in his presentation.
He said the entry-level model will have a
starting price of $39,900 and a 400-kilo-
meter range, while a deluxe option will be
able to travel twice the distance and will sell
for $69,900. No date has been given for its
release, but analysts said it would not be
ready before the end of 2021 at the earliest.
Its space-age design is unlikely to challenge
top-selling models by Ford and other con-
ventional car companies, analysts warn. 

Meanwhile, Wall Street stocks cut their
losses for the week following solid con-
sumer data that lifted indices after three
down sessions. But Tesla shares plunged
following a bumpy launch of an electric
pickup truck. Investors welcomed a
University of Michigan report which
showed higher consumer confidence in
November, while shares of Nordstrom and
Gap after earnings reports.

“The market is focused on the health of
the consumer going into the holiday shop-
ping season,” said Adam Sarhan of 50 Park
Investments. “US consumers make up two
thirds of the economy so the fact that the
consumer spending is so strong, both on
Main Street and Wall Street, especially as
we head into the holiday season, is signifi-
cant.” The broad-based S&P 500 ended
up 0.2 percent, but ended the week down
0.3 percent.

London was the standout equity per-
former in Europe on Friday, rising well over
one percent, while Frankfurt and Paris
advanced more modestly as they had to
absorb a sobering set of data showing the
euro-zone’s economy has almost stalled
after successive months of manufacturing
decline. Stocks have been under pressure
much of the week amid rising uncertainty
over US-China trade talks. There were more
ambiguous statements on Friday.

US President Donald Trump told Fox
News the two sides are “potentially very
close” to finalizing a deal but that he was
“not anxious” to make one. Earlier, Chinese
President Xi Jinping said he hoped a deal
was close at hand but that he was “not

afraid” to “fight back” if necessary. The
grinding US-China trade dispute has hung
over markets for more than a year. Word of
preliminary agreement in early October
helped lift stocks to records but markets
have pulled back somewhat this week as the
two sides have struggled to finalize the deal.

All-electric pickup? 
Meanwhile, Tesla slumped 6.1 percent

after its launch of an all-electric pickup
truck drew several lackluster reviews, with

analysts saying the space-age design was
unlikely to challenge top-selling models by
Ford and other conventional car companies.

The launch also included an embarrass-
ing moment for Chief Executive Elon Musk,
who was heard using an expletive when the
vehicle’s supposedly indestructible windows
cracked after being struck with a steel ball.
Some “important unanswered questions”
hang over the vehicle, said Deutsche Bank,
including whether the design was “too
polarizing” and whether it would be able to

carry heavy loads without requiring cus-
tomers to opt for higher-cost trims. 

“Will commercial buyers trust Tesla’s
build quality?” Deutsche queried. “While
the materials used appear robust, there
could be questions about the truck’s dura-
bility when used under work conditions,
especially in light of its seemingly unibody
construction. “And the shattering of the
truck’s unbreakable glass windows during
the live demonstration was not a good
start. — Agencies  

Tesla’s cybertruck
orders near 150,000

HAWTHORNE: Tesla co-founder and CEO Elon Musk unveils the all-electric battery-powered Tesla’s Cybertruck at Tesla Design Center in
Hawthorne, California. —AFP 


